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Abstract — Mobile commerce applications that attempt to introduce 
a new payment method to the public experience a high failure rate. This 
mirrors the experience on the web whereby a number of high profile ‘web-
money’ solutions were withdrawn due to poor adoption. Despite their 
technological advantage and suitability for mobile payments (lower 
overheads, cheaper for small transactions) the need to attract a critical 
mass of merchants before substantial user uptake is often an 
insurmountable challenge. The public relations failure of WAP-based 
commerce has undoubtedly discouraged users from making remote 
purchases with their mobile terminal. Only recently with the rollout of 
high speed mobile data and higher-resolution colour devices has 
browsing and buying via a mobile terminal enabled a user-friendly 
experience. In this paper we present a solution for facilitating credit card 
payments, using an established XML architecture to wholly describe 
transactions. Developed with Python for Nokia Series 60 phones, XEPS 
(XML-Enabled Payment System) allows for standalone applications to 
integrate a mobile commerce element, complete with SSL-encrypted card 
processing. To demonstrate the need for a card payment solution for 
mobile, we analyse the alternative payment mechanisms present on the 
web, and show how the integration of entrenched card networks is crucial 
for consumer acceptance. Furthermore, we chart the development of a 
major application on a relatively new platform for mobile, Python for 
Series 60 (PyS60), and show how the environment can be used for rapid 
development of applications which require more advanced interaction 
with the device hardware.
Index Terms — mobile, payment, commerce, XML 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile commerce continues to attract academic study and 
interest from the business and banking communities but 
mobile terminals remain underused as a means of paying for 
goods and services. As is so often the case with mobile 
technologies, the successful business models for transactions 
on mobile terminals have confounded analysts’ predictions, 
with proximity payments stalling and the market for mobile 
content delivery booming. The UK market for content 
delivered over mobile networks, such as ringtones, games 
and wallpapers is estimated to be worth a huge £740m per 
year [1].  
Contrast this with turn-of-the-21st century predictions that 
over half of all mobile payments would be either in retail 
stores or via vending [2], and the need to re-evaluate our 
expectations of mobile commerce is clear. The space where 
mobile terminals were expected to dominate, proximity 
payments, is now being filled with RF-enabled smartcards, 
such as the Octopus card popular in Hong Kong, and the 
Oyster card used in London for public transport. Both of 
these systems are known as stored value cards, and they can 
be topped up at compatible kiosks. These systems both 
require user to physically touch (or at least come to within a 
few centimetres of each other), but with contactless cards, 
using Near Field Communications (NFC), even this is not 
always necessary. Ideal for mass-transit applications, users 
can potentially pay for their travel without even removing 
the card from their wallet. Of course, with the modern push 
towards convergence devices, it seems likely that such 
technology will become embedded into a mobile terminal, as 
seen with the Mastercard PayPass project [3]. This is 
expected to become a pervasive technology, with 50% of 
terminals expected to be RFID/NFC enabled by 2009 [4]. 
Whilst the future for proximity payments with mobile 
terminals appears bright, the models originally touted for 
mobile commerce flounder. With the popular introduction of 
the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) in 2000, an 
implementation of SSL/TLS was provided to allow ‘secure’ 
remote purchases. One of a number of public relations blows 
to befall the WAP concept was the ‘WAP Gap’ – the 
necessary bridge between Wireless Transport Layer Security 
(WTLS) on the wireless internet and Secure Sockets Layer 
(SSL) that was present in the early implementation where an 
encrypted session from WTLS had to be decrypted to 
plaintext before being encrypted for an SSL session [5]. Of 
course, this meant that end-to-end security was 
compromised, although the actual risk of a successful attack 
remains small, as the plaintext would usually only be present 
in a mobile network operator’s (MNO) internal 
infrastructure.  
In contrast the to the experience with WAP, the 
proliferation of SMS driven services continues to invigorate 
mobile commerce throughout Europe, with premium SMS 
services expected to deliver 12% of non-voice operator 
revenue by 2007 [6]. Users have adopted the technology 
with a vigour that surprised most in the mobile community. 
The success of SMS as a platform for m-commerce 
completely belies its fundamental lack of suitability for 
transactions. Messages do not have guaranteed delivery and 
can be delayed for days, are repudiatable and offer little 
assurance that the person who initiated the transaction is the 
one paying. Despite all this, not only are premium SMS 
services being used to pay for ringtones and games, but for 
other, more interesting models such as information service 
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subscription and ticketing. While SMS is dominant for 
remote micropurchases (typically less than €10), it is 
unsuitable for higher priced goods and services, requiring a 
number of messages to complete a transaction and being 
prohibitively expensive to merchants, with SMS-operators 
retaining up to 50% of the transaction.  
A number of factors can be identified when attempting to 
explain the success of SMS as a payment platform: 
A. Installed user base 
SMS services are available to most GSM handsets from 
the mid 1990s onwards; with handsets from 2000-on 
supporting downloads via WAP, used for the delivery of 
ringtones, games and wallpapers. This means that virtually 
all of the handsets in use in the GSM ecosystem can be used 
make premium SMS transactions. 
B. Ease of use 
SMS use has accelerated strongly in the UK since true 
cross-operator messaging appeared in 1998. Nearly all users 
will be comfortable using SMS, so applying the same 
protocol to payments ensures a high degree of users willing 
to use premium SMS to purchase goods and services. 
C. Merchant Opportunity 
Unlike other m-commerce solutions, integrating SMS 
payments into merchants’ business models is relatively 
inexpensive. Also, premium SMS does not suffer from the 
crucial ‘chicken-and-egg’ problem of most new m-
commerce systems, where the success of the system is 
dependant on the client uptake, and of course, merchants are 
reluctant to commit to any new payment system without a 
critical mass of users. With premium SMS m-commerce, the 
users are already in place and in huge numbers.  
Whilst SMS offers a pragmatic solution to low-value remote 
payments, there is a clear opportunity to provide a solution 
for paying for higher value products and services in the 
mobile channel. To this end, we analyse card payments on 
the fixed web, and consider how knowledge of handling card 
payments online can be transferred to mobile. 
II. CARD NETWORKS AND THE INTERNET
There have been a number of high-profile attempts to 
create a viable micropayment solution on the web, yet card 
payments are so entrenched in the offline space that online 
payment systems that did not successfully integrate cards 
into their business model have failed. The two most often 
discussed are Flooz and Beenz, both of which collapsed in 
August 2001 [7]. Bridging the gap between voucher 
payment and traditional payment systems, users were free to 
spend Beenz at participating web merchants, or transfer 
them to another Beenz account holder. However, users were 
not able to convert any unused Beenz into a traditional 
currency, and when the service was dramatically suspended 
many users lost a significant amount as retailers refused to 
accept Beenz as a means of payment. Four years on, no other 
payment mechanism has managed to challenge the 
dominance of card payments online, despite the clear need 
for a workable micropayment solution. 
PayPal is the most successful of a number of online 
payment systems, but for many transactions simply acts as a 
way of enabling person-to-person transactions with their 
credit or debit card [8]. It also enables merchants to 
economically add web storefronts, as set-up costs are 
significantly lower than performing card-processing with a 
traditional business bank account. By leveraging entrenched 
card technology that has a high level of consumer trust into 
the non-traditional payments arena, PayPal has been a 
tremendous success with $19Bn. total payment volume in 
2004 and over 70 million user accounts [10]. 
Some banks have partnered with card networks to 
improve the security of card transactions by offering one-
time use credit card numbers for use when buying online. In 
the US, Citibank, Discover and MBNA have implemented a 
system known as “controlled payment numbers” which 
allows cardholders to shop online without using their real 
card number. Despite warnings from banks and card network 
operators, many merchants retain card numbers on their 
servers. This means that when a merchant database that 
holds live credit card numbers and is compromised by a 
hack attempt, losses due to fraud can be substantial.  By 
using a one-time card number, any numbers gained from a 
compromised database will not be able to be used in any 
further transactions. This kind of implementation requires 
the end-user to download some software to the desktop in 
order to generate unique card numbers associated with their 
real card. In some ways this improves the way the user 
makes the transaction, in that they are never forced to leave 
their computer in order to find their wallet and retrieve their 
card, interrupting the transactions and reducing the 
likelihood it will complete successfully. Such schemes have 
not been widely adopted however, and are disliked by 
merchants as they prevent the questionable practice of 
storing credit cards in order to easily facilitate repeat 
transactions. American Express removed their 
implementation of a similar system called “Private 
Payments” in April 2004, citing a lack of sufficient adoption 
[9]. 
Card fraud on the web continues to be a problem for card 
networks, with £505m lost to fraud in the UK during 2004 
[11]. Some technical features have been added to modern 
credit cards in order to further secure ‘Cardholder Not 
Present’ transactions, such as the addition of Card 
Verification Value (CVV) digits. Not stored on the magnetic 
strip, CVV is intended to ensure that whoever is initiating 
the transaction actually holds the card in their possession. 
Unfortunately as most modern card harvesting techniques 
involve tricking users into submitting their card details to 
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what they believe to be a trustworthy source (known as 
phishing) and thus any attacker is likely to be able to attain 
the CVV digits, rendering the system ineffective. Card 
payments on the web are by far the most popular way of 
paying for goods and services online, with 22m consumers 
using cards to buy online in the UK in 2004 [12]. The heavy 
investment in smartcard technology rolled-out throughout 
Europe during 2005 has been relatively successful in 
reducing card fraud in the offline world, but the additional 
security gained from smartcard implementation does nothing 
to prevent phising attacks or mitigate other card security 
threats online. 
III. CARD PAYMENTS FOR MOBILE
Business models mooted with the launch of WAP services 
suggested users may use a mobile wallet solution which 
would allow WAP sites access to card details stored on the 
terminal authenticated with a user PIN. A good example is 
the Nokia Wallet, first implemented in the Nokia 6310 
phone from 2002, and present in most models since. 
MerchantMobile TerminalClient
Initialises wallet with PIN 
at least 4 digits in length
Add credit card details
Close wallet
Points WAP browser to commerce site
Process request and 
return checkout page
Prompt user to enter card 
details to complete transaction
Chooses Wallet 
option from menu
User prompted to enter PIN
Decrypts selected card with PIN
Auto-fills form with card details
Post details to merchant server
Fig. 1. UML diagram showing usual mobile wallet functionality. 
Mobile wallets enabling macropayments can be 
categorised as follows: 
A. Client-side Wallets 
Client wallets store payment information on a user’s 
mobile terminal. They may integrate with the user’s SIM in 
order to authenticate the user. Client side wallets are 
conceptually appealing to users, as they are analogous to 
credit cards in the responsibility for keeping them safe relies 
on the user. Wallets operating in hardware have a number of 
disadvantages, namely that such systems are very hard to 
update once deployed, and are usually associated with a 
single bank or network operator.  
B. MNO Server-side wallets 
Hosted wallets mean that users’ payment details are not 
held on their device, but rather on a server operated by the 
Mobile Network Operator. This server may store card details 
or other methods of payment for use with mobile commerce 
transactions. For the user, such a system has a number of 
benefits. If their device is lost or stolen, they can still easily 
use their account on another device, unlike with a SIM-
based system. Also, MNOs are able to easily update the 
services offered by the wallet solution, perhaps adding new 
payment methods. MNOs are in a strong position to provide 
such services, with great experience in pre-pay and post-pay 
consumer billing. Also the consumer already has a trust 
relationship with the MNO, a factor many new m-commerce 
startups have found insurmountable. 
C. Third-party server side wallets 
Although most wallet-based solutions developed to date 
have been provided by MNOs, third party wallets add a 
critical feature; interoperability. The Vodafone m-pay 
system is limited to customers of Vodafone and works only 
on pre-approved m-commerce sites. This kind of restriction 
clearly limits the potential of an MNO-run server, whereas a 
third-party run system is free to recruit as many users and 
partners as possible. 
IV. REMOTE MOBILE MACROPAYMENT
The success of the proximity payment models developed 
in Asia is likely to power m-commerce growth in the near 
future as it is able to effectively leverage the synergy 
between the personal mobile terminal and payments in the 
proximity space. However, the authors believe there is scope 
for solutions that allow users to make larger purchases, of a 
higher value than currently common with m-commerce. 
Indeed, there are a number of critical factors converging that 
will drive the use of mobile devices for remote 
macropurchases. Consumers are now buying goods and 
services online more than ever, and growth in e-commerce 
transaction value continues to accelerate. In the second 
quarter of 2005, US retail e-commerce spending grew a 
staggering 26% over the same period in 2004, with online 
sales accounting for 2.1% of total sales [16]. In the UK, 
debit cards dominate offline purchases, with two thirds of 
card sales made with debit cards. This trend is reversed 
online, with 72% of all online sales made with a credit card 
[12]. These figures underline the dominance of card 
payments for online transactions. Consumer protection 
schemes with credit cards are significantly more robust than 
with debit cards; if card users dispute a card transaction, 
card companies usually refund the customer quickly and 
leave retailers to pursue the lost income. An interesting trend 
is some high-volume e-tailers, such as low-cost airlines, have 
introduced a surcharge on users paying with a credit card 
rather than a debit card. This reflects the charging scheme 
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imposed on e-tailers, where often credit card processing fees 
are between 1% and 5% and debit cards are charged at a 
fixed fee.  
Presently very few e-commerce websites are designed to 
allow mobile users to make purchases via a mobile browser. 
Few mobile browsers will render e-commerce sites well 
enough to a level to allow a pleasurable purchasing 
experience for users. Alternatively e-commerce sites may 
develop special versions of their site to work specifically for 
mobile devices. However, the browsing capabilities of any 
PDA or phone that may access the page are so varied a 
consistent user experience cannot be guaranteed. Also in the 
UK, mobile data (GPRS) costs remain high, at around £1 per 
megabyte for a casual user. Clearly for most customers, 
paying so much to browse a store and purchase an item is 
unlikely. 
In the next section we detail our solution which allows 
mobile users to pay for goods and services with their mobile 
phone and a popular credit/debit card. This system has a 
number of advantages over a browser-based application, 
including drastically reduced costs for mobile data and 
ensuring consistent presentation on the target device. 
V. XEPS – XML-ENABLED PAYMENT SYSTEM
A. Overview 
A number of major banks including HSBC, Barclays and 
NatWest use payment processing software from 
ClearCommerce Corp. to allow their customers to take credit 
card payments online to integrate payments into their e-
commerce solution. ClearCommerce provides an XML 
payment API for e-commerce website builders to send 
complete information about a transaction to a capturing 
server at the associated financial institution. Typically an e-
commerce webserver will generate XML associated with a 
transaction, including details about the products in the order, 
the delivery address, total price etc. This document is then 
sent to the bank’s processing servers, often with a HTTPS 
(Secure Sockets Layer-enabled) POST form. At this stage 
the bank usually performs various levels of security analysis 
on the transaction given the supplied data, and returns 
whether the transaction has been allowed to proceed. If it 
does then the client’s credit/debit card will be charged. The 
XEPS (XML-Enabled Payment System) project attempts to 
create a framework whereby developers could add this 
functionality to mobile applications and complete a 
transaction entirely from the device.  
B. Python for Series 60 
In order to provide an environment for rapid prototyping 
and application development for more, Nokia have 
developed Python for Series 60 (PyS60) [17] for use on their 
most popular line of smartphones. Developing natively in 
C++ for Symbian requires significant code overhead just to 
create the correct GUI components. In Python, this is not 
required and users can start to test concepts in just a few 
lines of code. The platform also provides support for easy 
GUI development through a set of Python APIs specific to 
PyS60. With the release of version 1.2 the platform has been 
enhanced with HTTPS networking support for GPRS/3G, 
Bluetooth support, SMS sending and the ability to package 
programs as a standalone installation. Python also enables 
rapid development by providing a command line 
environment which can be accessed in from a terminal on 
the desktop over Bluetooth, ideal for algorithm testing.
Although based on the 2.2.2 release of Python, PyS60 
does not offer the complete XML package associated with 
standard Python releases. Fortunately, researchers at the 
Helsinki Institute for Information Technology have ported 
the pyexpat Python XML module from the full Python 
release for use with Python Series 60 [18]. This module 
enabled the generation of well-formed XML documents 
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Success – generate receipt
Fig 2. Typical XEPS use case scenario 
C. Implementation 
The application was tested using the most verbose output 
XML that may be used to describe a transaction. This is 
quite a sizeable document for a device with only limited 
power to generate, approximately 200 lines of XML. In a 
real transaction, for something relatively simple, like a ticket 
for a train, the necessary XML describing the transaction 
may only be one-tenth of this length.  
The generated XML feed is able to completely describe a 
transaction, including relevant shipping/billing addresses, 
recurrent order status, security features etc.  
From the results show in table 3, it the current prototype 
implementation takes a rather slow 65 seconds to simulate a 
complete transaction on a modern Nokia smartphone. 
However, this figure includes a number of complex steps: 
1) Generating a typical XML file 
As demonstrated in table 1, this achieved relatively 
quickly and only contributes 5 seconds to the total 
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TABLE I 
MINIMAL XML GENERATION TIMES
Platform Time (seconds) 
Nokia 3650, Python 2.2.2, Symbian 6, S60 v1.0 8 
Nokia 6600 Python 2.2.2, Symbian 7, S60 v2.0 8 
Nokia 6630, Python 2.2.2, Symbian 8, S60 v2.0 5 
Time taken to generate the minimal XML required for a successful 
transaction.
transaction time. 
2) Initiating GRPS session 
This establishing a connection on the 2.5G packet 
networks used in GSM is often time consuming. On some 
devices the connection remains permanently active. This 
is expected to drastically reduce the transaction time. 
3) HTTPS handshake 
Only recently have regular (not more advanced PDA-style 
devices) shipped with certificate authority (CA) root 
certificates to facilitate an HTTP connection using SSL or 
TLS encryption. 
D. Use Case Scenarios 
The XEPS software is available as a Python module, 
developed as a proof of concept. It is envisaged that a 
release version would be suitable for inclusion by 
application developers in commercial software.  
Although it is certainly possible to buy goods and services 
with a conventional mobile phone using a browser 
developed specifically for the device, it is certainly not a 
pleasant user experience. Despite the widespread rollout of 
UMTS across Western Europe, mobile data remains 
expensive and high-speed coverage is patchy, particularly 
outside of urban centres.  
With larger screens and better interfaces, mobile devices 
are indeed capable of providing a comfortable browsing 
environment for a large range of products, but as described 
above, using mobile data networks for user applications such 
as a product catalogue is infeasible. An enterprise could 
deploy an install of its catalogue to customers offline to their 
devices, and with XEPS, easily integrate online sales 
directly from the device. This would allow users to browse a 
product catalogue without having the cost and inconvenience 
of using mobile data networks. Of course, this will make the 
user interface much quicker, as pages and images will not 
need to be downloaded. Additionally, mobile browsers do 
not allow for sophisticated user interface controls that would 
make a product catalogue much easier to use on a 
constrained device, such as softkey-accessible popup menus. 
For a product catalogue that is regularly updated, when the 
device has access to a suitable broadband connection, 
updates could be downloaded and the product catalogue 
updated on the device. 
E. System Limitations 
In order to operate XEPS, a merchant requires a card 
processing facility with a financial service provider that 
supports the ClearCommerce payment gateway. XEPS sends 
authentication information to the payment processing server 
when initiating a transaction, in order to identify the 
merchant account. This is comprised of a username, 
password and account number. In the current prototype 
software, there is no way of protecting this information, and 
can be read from the source Python files with any text-
viewer. Clearly this represents an unacceptable security risk, 
as an attacker with these authentication details would be 
easily able to create fraudulent transactions. However, valid 
credit card details would still be required so the impact of 
the attack is diminished. A production version of the 
software would most likely be in a compiled language so the 
attack would not be as trivial. However, this still represents 
an unacceptable security risk, so some other measures have 
been considered to alleviate the problem. 
A solution would be TrustZone technology championed 
by ARM, in order to provide a separate, secure domain at a 
chip level. TrustZone is implemented in within the processor 
core, with system security elements designed into core 
hardware. A trusted application would be able to secure and 
encrypt the necessary login details to prevent the attack 
described above. 
VI. CONCLUSION
It is clear from the sources presented herein that card 
payments are going to remain the de facto standard for 
personal electronic payments in some form or another for the 
near future. Many entrants more suited to use on either the 
web or mobile devices have tried and failed to gain enough 
market share to present a viable payment solution; the 
mobile industry must look to familiar payment methods to 
encourage user adoption of new payment schemes. Although 
only a proof of concept, the XEPS payment system 
described here allows developers to utilise the consumer 
awareness enjoyed by card networks to easily deploy retail 
TABLE 2 
COMPLETE XML GENERATION TIMES
Platform Time (seconds) 
Nokia 3650, Python 2.2.2, Symbian 6, S60 v1.0 16 
Nokia 6600 Python 2.2.2, Symbian 7, S60 v2.0 13 
Nokia 6630, Python 2.2.2, Symbian 8, S60 v2.0 7 
Time taken to generate the complete XML document. 
TABLE 3 
TOTAL TRANSACTION TIMES
Platform Time (seconds) 
Nokia 3650, Python 2.2.2, Symbian 6, S60 v1.0 No https support 
Nokia 6600 Python 2.2.2, Symbian 7, S60 v2.0 75 
Nokia 6630, Python 2.2.2, Symbian 8, S60 v2.0 65 
Generate minimal XML file, initiate GPRS connection, establish 
HTTPS connection with remote webserver, post generated document and 
write returned XML to a local file. 
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applications in a mobile environment, and provides a way of 
purchasing higher value goods and services in a way familiar 
to most end-users. 
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